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MINUTES FROM THE 75*
REGIMENTAL GUARD MEETING
HELD MONDAY. 17 JUNE 2019
Reference: Minutes of the 74* Regimental Guard Meeting, dated 21 January 2019.
1.Find attached, at Annex E, minutes of the 75* Regimental Guard meeting held on Monday, 21
January 2019. Also attached are the following supporting documents:
a.Annex A: Contents Sheet;
b.Annex B: Record of Motions and Votes;
c.Annex C: Task Matrix;
d.Annex D: Important Calendar Dates; and
e.Annex E: Minutes of the 75* Regimental Guard Meeting.
2.Annex E details the discussion of agenda points that took place during the meeting by the members
present, including those personnel via telephone conference.

3.For ease and simplicity, use either the contents sheet at Annex A to navigate to the respective
agenda item and subsequent page; or use Annex C, the consolidated assigned or implied task matrix. All
motions and votes have been extracted from Annex E and consolidated into a grouped table shown at
Annex B, which reflects a true and accurate record of the motions and votes.

4.Should you have any questions or enquiries, please contact the Regimental Major, Major S.G J.
Lerch at 780 973-4011 exL 5459 or email SLADE.LERCHtgjforees.gc.ca.

P. S. Dawe

Major-General
President, Regimental Guard
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Accept the minutes from the 74rd Guard Meetmg as presented

ColiCT Ritchie

Col D D Prohar

Carned

Proposal to appoint MGen Cadieu as an Honorary Patricia by MGen

MGen P.S.

BGen W.H.

Carried

Dawe. Seconded by BGen Fletcher.

Dawe

Fletcher

f
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Unanimous
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TASK MATRIX
75lh GUARD MEETING
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Confirm how much money the Kit Shop needs to operate, as to optimize the

(<0

.^...

REC Chair, RHQ

amount that can put into the other funds

(d)

t
iJ

Complete The balance
fluctuates significantly on a
weekly basis.

s

Assigned

2

Provide contact information to Guard President for PF BoD to thank them for

RM

Complete

Invite the Patricia Fund Board of Directors to ^"Anniversary.

RM

Complete

Determine projected rate of return on the Legacy Fund over the next 20 years

RM

Complete. Current

their work.
*

ij

Implied

3
-

4

"

Assigned

Assigned

^

i

9

Hi

to assess if current contributions into the fund are sufficient to meet the

investment projections

overall financial goal.

predict achieving the
financial goal within $27k.

Sgt Blackmore, General Manager for the PPCLI Museum, along with RHQ,

RM/RHQ/

will inquire into consultant options and fees regarding virtual reality and

Museum

In progress

virtual tours.

s

Assigned

Provide updates on other sub-projects prior to 2nd SPS as it would assist with

RM

In progress

Guard

Complete.

the apportionment of surplus moneys.
;'

7

(

Assigned

Upon receipt of names for RoH with recommendations from the REC, solicit
the Guard for an electronic vote via email for final confirmation for inclusion

Recommendations approved.

to the RoH.
*

8

'

Assigned

Provide names of remaining Second World War and Korean War veterans

PPCLI

from the PPCLI Association membership to RHQ.

Association

RHQ to broadcast on social media and Regimental website hi order to locate

RM

In progress

President
Assigned

L c

C-l/3

''

veterans of the Second World War (SWW) and Korean War.

In progress
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SERIAL

ASSIGNED/
IMPLIED
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(b)

10

Assigned

Inquire with Karen Storwick regarding her list of surviving S WW and Korean

TASK

OPI

REMARKS
(<J)

(=)
RM

In progress

In progress

War veterans.

11

Assigned

Develop approach to compiling a SWW and Korean War veteran database.

RVC NCO

12

Assigned

Write the current Countess of Mountbatten to ascertain interest for a plaque to

COR / RAdjt

be placed in the family church of the former C-in-C.

13

Assigned

RM to create line item in the PF to support the purchase of a plaque for Lady

RM

Patricia for potential placement at the church in Mersham, UK.

14

Assigned

COR to work with RM and find out more information regarding expandable

RM/COR

statue for C-in-C Memorialization prior to further discussion at the 2d SPS

15
16
17
18

Assigned
Assigned
Assigned
Assigned

Ascertain intellectual property stipulations for pictures for possible C-in-C

RM / Museum

book.

Manager

Obtain professional advice for virtual reality options that could potentially be

RM/RHQ/

setup in unit line.

Museum

Present plan at 2" SPS for options to upgrade and expand museum to include

COR / Museum

all emergent technologies.

Manager

Liaise with TMM and inform the Guard of any opportunities for fiiture

RM

In progress

museum expansion

Tasks from the 74"' Guard Meeting

1

Implied

2

Assigned

Determine time for giving the Regimental gift to the C-in-C.

RM, COR

At the 105'" Gala Dinner

Provide a briefing on the C-in-C Funeral CONPLAN (to include protocol) at

RM

RFI sent to the C-in-C's EA

the next Guard meeting ISO establishing a way-aheadfor the Contingency

Fund. (Combine with 6)
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Provide status report on the condition of scarlet uniforms for use m at VIP

CWO Kiens

funerals and if we need additional funds to support.

1

*

\

Implied

Confirm CAF policyfor the use of non-public funds to support a VIP funeral.

RM, RAdjt

Private funds cannot be used
to support serving members'
travel, TD etc.

\

i

*

s

6

}

l 7 ;

Assigned
Implied
Assigned

Presentation to the RSC regarding the Regimental Editorial Board and
Official History from 1958-2000.

RM

In progress

Solidify the Monuments and Memorials Manual upkeep plan.

RM, RAdjt

In Progress.

Provide options to complete the COR's portrait before the end of their

RM

respective tenures,

The Patricia Fund can
support, pending the Board
of Directors' concurrence.
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IMPORTANT CALENDAR
DATES 75* GUARD MEETING
Serial

Date

Event

(a)

;

1
2
3

, . -. 6

,. .

;:•-:,: t •':• •••

.

Remarks

(b) ,

(C) ;

17Jun 19

75th Guard Meeting

19Junl9

162nd REC

Edmonton

20Jun 19

CFB Suffield Change of Command

24 Jun 19

3 CDSG Ops Services

LCol Troy Leifso taking command
LCol Darren Hart

28 Jun 19

Infantry School Change of Command

Jul 19

3 PPCLI - Op IMPACT deploy

From LCol MacGregor (LCol N Gauthier
assuming)

Jul 19

2 PPCLI - Op REASSURANCE deploy

8

7-8 Auk 19

PPCLI Association AGM

St Albert (teleconf)

9

7 Auk 19
7-10 Aug 19

PPCLI Foundation AGM

Edmonton, CFB Edmonton

Museum Interviews: Karen Storwick

Edmonton, CFB Edmonton

8-10Aur19

PPCLI 105* Better'Ole

1 PPCLI

9-10 Aug 19

105* Commemoration Weekend

Guard Directive 002: Better 'Ole-

10
11
12

Edmonton, Shilo

13

14

D-l/2

9 Aug 19

10 Aug 19

105* Golf Tournament
Strategic Planning Session
105* Gala Dinner

Edmonton, Garrison Memorial Golf Club

Association Legacy Stone commemoration parade

Patricia Park, Griesbach

2 PPCLI - Better 'Ole/Family Day

Shilo
Chilliwack, BC

15

27-29 Sep 19

Association Mental Health and Suicide Awareness Workshop

16

19 Oct 19

COR Visit to Victoria for PPCLI Officers' Luncheon

17

Oct 19 (TBC)

Reaching for the Summit

Edmonton, EGOM

Edmonton, Hotel MacDonald

Canmore, AB
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19
,

20

21
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3 PPCLI Returns from Op IMPACT

Jan/Feb 20

1 PPCLI - Op IMPACT (HQ and A Coy) deploy

Jan/Feb 20

1 PPCLI - Op REASSURANCE (C Coy) deploy

Feb20

2 PPCLI Returns from Op REASSURANCE
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MINUTES FROM THE
75* REGIMENTAL GUARD MEETING
HELD MONDAY. 17 JUNE 2019
Reference: Minutes of the 74* Regimental Guard Meeting, dated 21 January 2019.
1.
The meeting was called to order at 1200 hours by the President of the Guard. Those in attendance
are listed below:
Chairman:

MGenP.S.Dawe

President

Members Present

Col R.T. Ritchie
Col D.D. Prohar

1 CMBG Brigade Commander, LO to PPCLI
Foundation
Vice President of the Guard, Regimental Colonel

LColJX>.Schaub

Ex Officio Member (REC Chair)

Members via TELCON:

BGen (Ret'd) V.W. Kennedy

Ex Officio Member (Colonel of the Regiment)

BGen W.H. Fletcher
Col K_A. GallingerVice President Strategy
Col J.T. Adah-

Col L.W. Rutland
Col C.R. Henderson

Col D.A. Mills
Col R.E. Jurkowski
Col R.D. Raymond
Mr. Paul Hale

Regimental Headquarters: Maj S.G J. Lerch

2.

Regimental Major

Capt MA. Lolacher

Regimental Adjutant

Sgt B J. Dunphy

Regimental Veterans Care NCO

Cpl C.R.C. Lee

RHQ Cleric

Agenda items were detailed as follows:

E-l/12

Ex Officio Member (PPCLI Association
President)
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AGENDA OF 75th REGIMENTAL GUARD
MEETING HELD MONDAY. 17 JUNE 2019

^SeriaP
.., . ... (^..-^.„.

1

Opening Remarks

2

Review of Minutes

MGen Dawe

1206
Guard 74 Task Update

3

Regimental Calendar

4

Reports

1212
1215

a. Regimental Strategy

Col Gallinger

b. Financial Report

d. Regimental Headquarters

RM
RM
RM

a. PPCLI Association

Mr. Paul Hale

b. PPCLI Foundation

Col Ritchie

1320

Updates

6

1324

New Business

e. Patricia Museum

RM
RM
COR
COR
COR

f. Families of the Fallen

Mr. Paul Hale

a. Honorary Patricias
b. Commemoration of the Fallen
c. Tracking the Last Heroes
d. C-in-C Memorialization

3.

RM
RM

c. REC

5

1204

7

Round Table

MGen Dawe

1500

8

Closing Remarks

MGen Dawe, COR

1504

Opening Remarks. MGen Dawe, President of the Guard, began my thanking members for

attending the meeting during this busy time of year. He stated that the meeting was crucial for the
further issuance of direction for the 105th and thanked the REC Chair and COR for their work so far in
preparing for the 105th Anniversary. MGen Dawe indicated he was looking forward to hearing from
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LGen (Ret'd) Day and Mr. Paul Hale on further synchronization of efforts in terms of Regimental
Strategy.

4.Review of Minutes. The RM provided a review of the minutes from the 74" Guard Meeting.
There were thirteen assigned and implied tasks from the 74* Guard meeting: nine had been actioned and
four were in progress. The RM discussed C-in-C Funeral Plans (Task 4 and 5) and his discussion with the
C-in-C's EA and the COR on how best to finalize the issue. On direction from MGen Dawe, Task 6
(Protocol for C-in-C Funeral) was rolled into Task 4. From the RM, the C-in-C has declared her intent to

have significant Regimental presence as practicable within the protocol of a State Funeral. MGen Dawe
asked for an update on the condition of scarlet uniforms (Task 5) but no update was available at this time.
The RM indicated that there were no significant concerns with the remaining assigned/implied tasks. The
RM requested that a motion be tabled to accept the minutes from the 74* Guard Meeting as presented. Col
Ritchie tabled the motion. Seconded by Col Prohar. The vote was unanimous and the motion was carried.

5.Regimental Calendar. The RM discussed the calendar dates as well as upcoming Changes of
Command (CoC). MGen Dawe asked for information regarding Patricia representation at the events. Col

Prohar stated he planned to attend CFB Suffield (LCol T. Leifso) on 20 June, 3 CDSG Ops (LCol D. Hart)
on 24 June and 3 CDSG Pers Services (LCol L. Campbell) on 25 June. Col Ritchie can attend CFB Suffield
CoC if Col Prohar not available, as well as 3 CDSG Pers Services. Col Adair planned to attend LCol J.
L'Heureux CoC at 4 CDTC on 12 July. Col Errington will preside over Infantry School CoC (LCol
MacGregor) on 28 June prior to his CoC on 22 July. MGen Dawe will attend CMP CoC for LGen Eyre.
6.

Reports.

Regimental Strategy. Col Gallinger stated Version 2 would be published prior to the 2"1
Strategic Planning Session (SPS). The SPS CONOPS was published and steps one, two
and three have been initiated by email. Returns have been worthwhile and can be
accepted until prior to the start of 2nd SPS. Step 4 will be distributed in early July by
email. The 2nd SPS Plenary to be 9 Aug from 0800-1600 in the Edmonton Garrison
Officer Mess (EGOM). Participation will include the Regimental Guard, PPCLI
Association and PPCLI Foundation. RHQ staff will establish teleconference line. The
2nd SPS output to be consolidated into Version 3 of Regimental Strategy and will be out
in-between fall and Christmas of 2019.
2nd SPS desired outputs are:
(1)A refresh of environmental scanning;
(2)A refresh of the Regimental Vision and to see if it works for the three Regimental
Entities;
(3)A review of policies, programs and projects between the three Regimental
Entities;
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(4)Governance;
(5)Enhancing the retired component;

(6)Funding;
(7)Identification of key strategic issues not being tracked;
(8)Priority items; and
(9)The main effort being a Roadmap for moving towards two Regimental Pillars;
the Serving Component and Post-Service Component. The Post-Service

Component would resemble a blending of the PPCLI Association and PPCLI
Foundation.

MGen Dawe asked Col Gallinger if feedback on vision was received. MGen Dawe stated
Step 2 was straight forward and the overall vision resonated with him. MGen Dawe
asked the Guard for their thoughts on the proposed Regimental Entities objectives. Col
Gallinger stated if we were able to blend post-service components then issues would be
resolved as the unified component would have a consolidated set of objectives and
coordination would become easier. Col Gallinger stated that we have three separate
entities and there is some overlap that presents challenges, especially in terms of support
arrangements. MGen Dawe gave an example that the same donors were being solicited

and a greater synchronization is required in terms of fundraiising, Which charities to
support, and bringing overall effort together to achieve Regimental objectives, (i.e.
1 (^"Anniversary) Col Adair stated the PPCLI Foundation was essential for 100* but a
blending would be a natural evolution of the two organizations. MGen Dawe concurred

and agreed to the importance of the PPCLI Foundation and their fiindraising for the 100*.
MGen Dawe concluded that the Foundation could be subordinated to the Association but
in a way that still maintains the integrity of the Foundation and its charitable status.
Financial Report.

(1)

General Update. The Regimental Voluntary Contribution Program (RVCP) was
reported steady at $ 15k per month. The Warehouse Fund (WF) for 18-19
finished at $678k with a gross profit of $195k. New fiscal year for WF began hi
April. Investments were as follows: the Legacy Fund at $288k, the Benevolent

Fund at $183k, and the Contingency Fund at $75k. (This includes $26k
transferred from Warehouse Fund), the Korea Fund is depleted but will be
supported from Regimental Fund (RF) as discussed at REC 94, and the
Contingency Fund at $72k. The RM stated that the Legacy Fund was for the
125* Anniversary and the target was $2 million. Rate of return is 3-4%.
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(2)Patricia Fund (PF) Income Statement. The RM briefed the PF Income Statement
and indicated it works off the calendar year. There are no significant concerns

though The Patrician advertising was less than anticipated. $ 15k was allocated
for the Official History, though the project is anticipated as costing $30k. The PF
Board of Directors (BoD) is expecting funds through grants and fiscal help from
PPCLI Association and PPCLI Foundation will cover the remainder. The RM
discussed the issue with Mr. Paul Hale who has indicated the PPCLI Association
would be interested in supporting the project. The balance of the PF, separate
from the income statement, is $143k.

(3)Warehouse Fund (WF). The RM briefed that the WF operates off of the fiscal
year and is currently in Ql. The RM pointed out Cost of Goods Sold as being
taken off of overall revenue, making it significantly smaller than repotted amount
of $ 129k. A larger than expected expense was seen in Operating Expenses,
where money had to be utilized in order for technical support to stop a malware
attack against the accounting software, Spire. The malware attack was resolved

quickly and operations continued. The RM then discussed the transfers from the
WF to the Legacy Fund, Contingency Fund and Museum Support. MGen Dawe
asked if more money could be transferred to the funds and the RM stated
although more money could be transferred, it would not be by much in order to

not inhibit the operation of the Kit Shop. Col Gallinger suggested that the
Regimental Executive Committee (REC) could look into how much money the
Kit Shop needs to operate, as to optimize the amount that can put into the other
funds. MGen Dawe concurred. REC Chair to determine. (Task 1)
(4)Museum Fund fMFl. The RM briefed that the primary revenue comes from the
WF and the MF will receive $70k. Major expenses include $65k for the
archivist, who has been working at the Museum for approximately five years and

is very important to the operation of the Museum. The expense for the Appraisal
Contractor for $ 15k is matching funds toward a $15k grant from the Alberta
Gaming & Lottery Fund, which allows the Museum to employ him for $30k.
(5)Patricia Fund (PFL The RM briefed that the annual independent audit was
complete and there were no significant issues prior sending the audit to CRA.
Additionally, CRA has approved the updated PF Constitution, which further
defines BoD terms of reference. Non-uniformed board members can serve two
year terms for a maximum of six years and their current term expires in
September. As of 7 June, all four non-uniformed board members have agreed to
a second term. The non-uniformed board members are LCol (Ret'd) Nick

Grimshaw, Col (Ret'd) John Slater, Mrs. Sarah Hart and CWO (Ret'd) Stan
Stapleford. MGen Dawe asked to extend appreciation toward BoD members and

asked the RM for contact information to thank them for their work. (Task 2 /
Task 3)
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The RM briefed that there was a $ 100k surplus to the PF account. He suggested
the Guard should approach the PF BoD to offer guidance for how to spend or
invest money. Ideas potentially to include major projects (Museum, Official
History, Monuments Upkeep and Gault Gallery), the Legacy Fund and PPCLI
Foundation (For the Soldier Legacy Fund). Discussion surrounding the pros and
cons of a presence in Edmonton that formalizes PPCLI history occurred between
several Guard members. The RM stated there was time to make a decision as the

surplus could be retained. Col Rutland asked for a projected rate of return on the
Legacy Fund over the next 20 years in order to assess if current contributions into

the fund were sufficient to meet the overall financial goal. (Task 4) To conclude,
more consideration is required on what to do with the $100k and the RM will
speak to the PF BoD. Pursuant to the COR's package on increasing accessibility
of the PPCLI Museum through virtual means, Sgt Blackmore, General Manager

for the PPCLI Museum, along with RHQ, will inquire into consultant options and
fees. (Task 5) MGen Dawe asked for updates on other sub-projects as it would
assist with the apportionment of surplus moneys. Col Gallinger provided
updates, however the majority of projects discussed require further inputs and it
will be revisited and updated at the 2nd SPS hi greater depth. (Task 6)
c.

REC. LCol Schaub briefed the following:
(1)Deployment dates as listed hi presentation (Contact RHQ for details).
The RM continues to coordinate with unit COs on determining dates
when the C-in-C and COR can visit deploying troops;
(2)105* Celebration hi Shilo and Edmonton. 2 PPCLI will conduct a
smaller Better 'Ole simultaneous to an MFRC Family Day. For
Edmonton, 7-8 August is the PPCLI Association AGM. Cock-o-the-

Walk and Grand Opening of Better 'Ole to occur on 8 August. The
French Grey Golf Tournament will be run by 3 PPCLI, at 0900-1500, on
9August and it will be immediately followed by the Gala Dinner at 1800
and/or Better 'Ole. The 2"d SPS will be complete at 1600 on 9 August.

10August will see PPCLI Association Dedication, setting over 100
Legacy Stones, and supported by 2 x 25 man guards (one guard from the
serving component and one guard from the retired component). The

final event will be a dedication to the Battle Honours sign outside of 1
PPCLI.
(3)REC has been working with the PPCLI Foundation, specifically the
Executive Director, Ms. France Bourgeois, who has saved over $9k on

initial operating cost for Hotel MacDonald. Alley Kat Brewery hi
Edmonton will label two beers for the 105*. (A beer with a 105*
Distinctive Regimental Shoulder Title on the logo and a Task Force Pale
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Rider Pale Ale). The Edmonton Better 'Ole will be located in the 1
PPCLI LAV Barn, supported by food trucks.
Col Ritchie and Col Prohar will attend the Gala Dinner. MGen Dawe and LGen Eyre
will also attend and require AdC support. A subsequent VIP and WIP list has been
generated. The REC Chair briefed that it is their intent to present the portrait of the C-inC to Madame Clarkson as well as announce Honorary Patricia's (pending approval from
Guard) at the Gala Dinner.
Regimental Headquarters. The RM briefed the following:
(1)The Regimental History Program is ongoing and Karen Storwick and
Robert Curtain have conducted numerous interviews in the past year.

They will be hi Edmonton for the 105* to conduct more interviews.
(2)RHQ is also preparing 'Welcome' and 'Departure' packages, separate
from gratuities, for members joining or retiring from the Regiment;
(3)RHQ has been working on Book of Remembrance (BoR) and Roll of
Honour (RoH) additions which will be covered in New Business;
(4)The COR Portrait for MGen (Ret'd) Vernon is almost finished;
(5)For Official History and War Diaries, RHQ is working toward document
declassification. LGen Eyre directed to get specific files to the archives.

RAdjt working with Battalion Intelligence Officers to assist in
declassification. MGen Dawe inquired if there were other people,
organizations or Regiments to seek out in order to expedite the process

and get documents declassified. Col Ritchie stated he would link the RM
up with Directorate of History & Heritage (DHH) Mr. Karl Kleckie in
order to ascertain how documents have been declassified in the past.

Two authors are interested hi writing the history (one has since declined).
The Regimental Editorial Board (REB) will be discussed at the 162nd
REC; and
(6)The PPCLI Museum & Archives is operating under the five year
strategic plan. Though grants have been difficult to secure, there are no

significant issues related to operations at this time.

PPCLI Association. The President of the PPCLI Association, Mr. Hale briefed that seven
Mental Health Workshops have been completed at a cost of $42k. 111 Association
members (15%) have participated. Next workshop planned for probably Merritt, B.C. on

27-29 Sep 19. Mr. Hale will recommend sending members on the Applied Suicide
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Intervention Skills Training (ASIST) Course. He mentioned an arbitrary goal of
installing 105 Legacy Stones in August. In addition, eight names for the RoH would be
added at Patricia Park from the Second World War. Mr. Hale reported that there was

consideration for moving the Hamilton Gault Statue to Lansdowne Park for higher
visibility and consolidation. Jay Lapeyre will work with City of Ottawa for a
Memorandum of Understanding. Last, the Edmonton Branch will conduct a small

ceremony at the Airborne Memorial at Patricia Park following the Dedication Ceremony
on 10 August MGen Dawe will attend the parade.
b.

PPCLI Foundation. Col Ritchie, as the LO from the Guard to the PPCLI Foundation,
briefed a change of membership with the change of appointment for RSMs of 3 PPCLI,
CWO von Kalben has transitioned his representation to CWO Pickard. The Foundation
AGM is planned for 7 August, concurrent with PPCLI Association. For The Soldier
Breakfast, a modus operandi was codified to facilitate replication of firndraising activities
hi other cities. Heroes Hockey Challenge (HHC) planning continues as does planning for
the caving expedition hi Canmore, AB. Due to deployments and tempo, there is no nexus
for Mountain Company training and there may not be overt serving component
representation.

9.

New Business. The following new business item was presented:
a.

Honorary Patricias. The RM stated an Annex has been approved hi the Regimental

Manual that clarities procedure for identifying and approving Honorary Patricias.
Nominations go through the REC, and are forwarded to the Guard for a vote.
Concurrence is gained from the COR, who then consults the C-in-C. The COR connects
with the nominee to confirm the nominee would like to be an Honorary Patricia, and

upon confirmation, the appointment is announced with the supporting write up to be
placed hi the Archives.
One nomination was presented for MGen T.J. Cadieu to be appointed an Honorary'

Patricia. He continued by stating MGen Cadieu had done a lot of work for the Regiment,
including notable support for the regiment's 100* Anniversary, as well as satisfying all
eligibility criteria listed, being very deserving of the appointment. MGen Dawe proposed
to appoint MGen Cadieu as an Honorary Patricia and BGen Fletcher seconded the
motion. A vote was conducted and it was unanimous and carried. Upon approval, REC

Chair will brief Guard President on options for announcement of the appointment.
MGen Dawe discussed a previous certificate of appreciation given to BGen (Ret'd)
Jorgensen and Gen Vance for their work with the Regiment at different times throughout
their careers. He advocated going back retroactively and making them, as well as LGen
Lavoie Honorary Patricias. All of the nominees have commanded Patricias, and/or have
led elements of PPCLI overseas in combat operations. For future deliberations, Col
Ritchie mentioned that candidates, even retroactively, should have to meet the criteria

laid out in the Annex. BGen Fletcher indicated the perceived optics that external
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individuals or organizations may have of choices for Honorary Patricias should not
matter. Col Adah- suggested that now was a good time to see who else was deserving of

the appointment. The Guard President issued direction to REC Chair to bring up files for
Gen Vance, Gen (Ret'd) Jorgenson, and Gen Lavoie at the next REC meeting.

Commemoration of the Fallen: Book of Remembrance & Roll of Honour. TheRM
briefed that the Book of Remembrance (BoR) is for commemoration members of the
Regiment who have died in a non-operational setting and the Roll of Honour (RoH) is for
Patricias and attachments who died on or as a direct result of operations. The Hall of
Honour, at the PPCLI Museum in Calgary, is where names listed on the RoH are etched
into granite. In total there are seven nominations for inclusion to the BoR or RoH. The

RM briefed two names (Private Frederick Darley and Private James Sleven) for addition
to the RoH that the REC could potentially recommend up to the Guard during the next
REC meeting. Upon receipt of names with recommendations from the REC, the Guard
will be solicited for a vote via email. (Task 7) Sgt Dunphy, Regimental Veterans Care
NCO, detailed the breadth of research undertaken to support the recommendations.
Tracking the Last Heroes. The COR briefed that we do not know how many PPCLI
veterans from the Second World War and Korean War are still living, but should
endeavour to find out hi order to know when the last one has passed. The Korean

Veterans Association (KVA) has been solicited by the COR and has received some
names. However, the COR proposed RHQ to start putting together a master list by
establishing contact with other veterans and organizations. Mr. Hale stated he would

provide names from the PPCLI Association membership. (Task 8) RHQ to broadcast on
social media and Regimental website. (Task 9) The RM will inquire with Karen Storwick
regarding her list of surviving SWW and Korean War veterans. (Task 10). Last, the COR
mentioned Heritage Canada interviews and Veterans Affairs as being a source of a

potential database. RHQ will develop an approach for creating the list (Task 11)
Colonel-in-Chief Memorialization. The COR briefed methods for remembering our Cin-Cs. The Volume V History could contain annexes with detailed biographies of greater
depth and more context with respect to when they served and the surrounding times. At
Mersham, where Countess Mountbatten is buried, there is no reference to the Regiment.

The COR suggested a plaque should be placed inside the church (or outside if not
approved) and listed several options that would cost $3k. The COR, along with the RM
and in concurrence with the C-in-C - would write the current Countess of Mountbatten to
ascertain interest. (Task 12) A dedication ceremony would eventually follow. MGen
Dawe suggested it coincide with an anniversary of her passing. RM to create line item in

the PF (Task 13). Guard approval of concept.
The COR discussed memorializing the C-in-Cs with an expandable statue in Canada, in

Edmonton or Ottawa. Costs could exceed $150k. Objective date would be the 110* or
115* Anniversary. BGen Fletcher suggested scope for a smaller piece and that
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involvement from all components from the beginning was essential. Mr. Hale stated the

PPCLI Association would support. COR to work with RM and find out more
information. (Task 14) The Guard deferred the matter to further discussion at the 2nd
SPS.
Last, the COR mentioned creating a coffee-table book showcasing the three C-in-C and

wives of Hamilton Gault. The book would contain photographs and paintings. The cost
would embedded in selling price and likely released toward the end of the CORs tenure.
The COR mentioned the RM would assist in ascertaining intellectual property
stipulations for pictures. (Task 15) No objections from Guard.
Patricia Museum. The COR discussed that our current 4800 square feet is not large
enough. During the regiment's 100"' anniversary discussions, the REC and Guard wanted
to extend accessibility of history for new soldiers. The museum presents very well until
the Korean War. We need another 4000 square feet to show history from Korean War up

until 100* Anniversary. The COR mentioned virtual reality options that could potentially
be setup in unit lines and suggested obtaining professional advice. (Task 16) However, a
virtual reality capability would not remove requirement for more space at physical

location - either in TMM or new building (built, leased, or rented) in Edmonton or
Wainwright. The COR and President of the Guard discussed that at the 2"1 SPS,
improving accessibility of history would be an objective. Identifying requirements, cost
estimates, options, timelines and hiring a consultant with external expertise that can

provide awareness of achievable options. MGen Dawe stated an overall fimdraising and
prioritization strategy was essential given the number of other projects in waiting. He
further discussed mapping-out a plan in the Regimental Strategy where our end-state
exists that indicates that we have upgraded and expanded our museum to include all
emergent technologies to make it as relevant as possible to our members. A small ad hoc

team consisting of museum staff and the COR could potentially present at the 2nd SPS.
(Task 17) The RM will continue to liaise with TMM and inform the Guard of any
opportunities, as the National Afghan Museum is designated for TMM grounds. (Task

18)
Families of the Fallen. Mr. Hale raised an issue regarding a family member of one of our

fallen who had taken issue to paying PPCLI Association dues. Col Ritchie provided
insight by discussing a 1 CMBG Memorial Cross Meeting in March. 15 families
voluntarily attended, and one issue raised pertained to an insensitive email that requested

a family member, who had been paying dues already, pay for additional PPCLI
Association membership dues. Col Ritchie asked rhetorically if a family gives all to
Regiment, should they have to pay to stay connected to it. MGen Dawe agreed and stated
that, families of the fallen should not have pay to stay connected. Mr. Hale discussed this

was a complex issue and that the PPCLI Association could not afford to fail in that
regard. MGen Dawe stated that for now the units act as the initial contact, along with
RHQ assistance, but ultimately the personal connection and long-term continuity for the
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familial network is with the PPCLI Association. Should there be concerns with cost, the
money can be made available as Families of the Fallen should be very high, if not the
highest, on our list of priorities.
Last, Col Ritchie provided information that Joint Personnel Support Units (JPSU) are
changing to CAF Transition Units, and that these units in Edmonton will potentially
oversee Memorial Cross Governance both regionally and nationally. Mr. Hale also

requested additional feedback to his Briefing Note on the subject and the COR advised
that the nature of connection back to the Regiment should be identified in future.
10.

Round Table. The following topic was discussed during the round table:
a.

President Comments. MGen Dawe indicated to the RM that the next Guard meeting
would be in the fall, prior to the federal election and offer a read-in of information from

11.

Closing Remarks. MGen Dawe and the COR extended their appreciation for the attendance and
work of all members.

)L
S.G.J. Letch

Major
Regimental Secretary

P. S. Dawe
Major-General

President, Regimental Guard
not Approved
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